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This deliverable describes the external links established in the DSS project.

OVERVIEW
The figure below gives a global overview of the internal and external links. The links take form of RDF triples of
which the subject and object are in separate named graphs (datasets). We here list the internal links. In
Deliverable D7, we list the external links.

FIG 1: INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL LINKS IN THE DSS DATA CLOUD

KB LINKS
One of the project goals was to link DSS records to newspaper articles from the Royal Library (KB). For this
purpose, VU Master Student Andrea Bravo Balado has been working on multiple algorithms to perform this
task. After careful consideration, it was determined that MDB dataset resources would be linked to KB since for
th
this time period (19 Century), the Optical Character recognition was of sufficient quality needed for the
algorithms to work.
A consolidated list of links is added to the DSS datacloud as a separate named graph
(http://purl.org/collections/nl/dss/mdb/mdb_2_kb.ttl ) with appropriate provenance and content confidence
metadata. The precision was based on evaluations of samples by Jur Leinenga. Links are manifested as RDF
links between Ship records (aanmonsteringen) and external KB paragraph URIs. The table below lists the
number of links.
Predicate

dss:has_kb_link

#Triples

179120

#Distinct #Distinct
subjects
objects

9739

14273

The figure below shows an example of external links for one aanmonstering.

FIG 2: SCREENSHOT SHOWING EXTERNAL KB LINKS OF AN EXAMPLE AANMONSTERING URI

GEONAMES LINKS

Place names from all four datasets are aligned with the GeoNames.org dataset, but only for the subset of Dutch
places. For this, we consolidated place name strings to RDF resources and linked those to GeoNames using the
Amalgame toolkit (http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/amalgame )based on labels. The links are stored in a separate
named graph (http://purl.org/collections/nl/dss/al_all_place_2_geonames.ttl )
The table below lists the Geonames links

Predicate

skos:exactMatch

#Triples

2510

#Distinct #Distinct
subjects objects

1608

1546

DBPEDIA AND AATNED LINKS
Ranks (captain, doctor, ..) and ship types (kof, tjalk,…) in multiple datasets were consolidated as RDF resources
and mapped to both the Dutch AAT (aat-ned.nl) and dutch DBPedia (dbpedia.nl). The mappings were based on
lmatching labels and performed by Amalgame. The links are stored in the named graph
(http://purl.org/collections/nl/dss/mdb/ranks_and_shiptypes_1.ttl) The results are listed below.

Predicate
skos:exactMatch

#Triples
183

#Distinct #Distinct
subjects objects
161

106

SCHEMA LINKS
WE link DSS properties and classes to external vocabularies, as described in Deliverable D2.

